Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our Pupil of The WEEK

PREP A - Heath N - trying really hard this week to finish all of his work.
PREP B - Nathaniel N - reading so confidently to Miss Bennett. Keep trying hard.
1/2A - Annabell A - trying very hard with her reading. Keep it up!
1/2B - Oakley F - displaying amazing listening skills throughout class discussions and instruction time.
2/3A - Cohen F - for his dedication to working hard all week and showing excellent listening skills.
3/4A - Tori-Lee T - always having a positive attitude and trying her best.
5/6A - Daniel N - for his hard work throughout the week.
P.E - Charntae D - excellent participation and organisation in PE. Well Done!
MUSIC - Ethan D - wonderful song about computer games. Very creative, well done.
ART - Tahlia C - amazing talent in the artroom as well as being an amazing help to her peers.
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD - Mitchell C - much improved behaviour. Well Done.

PREP A - Hayley L - trying so hard with her handwriting and maths this week.
PREP B - Amity-Rose D - beautifully skipping in PMP and setting a class record of 24 skips in a row.
1/2A - Vada Brown - fantastic descriptive text she wrote during our Big Write session. Well Done!
1/2B - Caden T - writing a great descriptive text on fire trucks and being chosen as our author of the week.
2/3A - Zachary C - wonderful effort in concentrating and working hard all week.
3/4A - Amy D - listening well in class and producing work of a high standard. Keep it up!
5/6A - Hayley B - being a quiet, hard working pupil throughout the week. Well Done!
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD - Ashley C - excellent improvement in resilience.
Brock N - fantastic cooking and cleaning up at our year 6 lunch.

GREAT JOB!